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INTRODUCTION 

The contents of this manual are designed to help you install UltraTough M&I high speed doors. 
DO NOT begin to install the high speed door unless you have read through the instructions in 
this manual. 

The safety alert symbol is used to identify safety information about hazards that can 
result in personal injury.  A signal word (DANGER, WARNING, or CAUTION) is used 
with the safety alert symbol to indicate the likelihood and the potential severity of in-
jury.  In addition, a hazard symbol may be used to represent the type of hazard. 

DANGER indicates a hazard that, if not avoided, will 
result in death or serious injury. 

WARNING indicates a hazard that, if not avoided, 
could result in death or serious injury. 

CAUTION indicates a hazard that, if not avoided, 
might result in minor or moderate injury. 

CAUTION, when used without the alert symbol, indi-
cates a situation that could result in damage to the 
door. 

NOTICE is used to inform you of a method, refer-
ence, or procedure that could assist with specific 
operations or procedures. 

Other symbols that may be used in this manual are: 

Lock Out / Tag Out Crushing Fire Shock Read Manual 
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Delivery and Inspection 

Lock-Out Tag-out all electrical power supplied to the 
door before making any electrical installations or 
connections.  Also Lock-out Tag-out any equipment 
near the installation site if that equipment may be 
inadvertently operated into the area used to assem-
ble and install the door.  Failure to properly deener-
gize electrical circuits and disable equipment during 
installation and/or maintenance could result in 
death or serious injury. 

Improper installation of anchoring devices or instal-
lation into aged or unsound concrete block, or other 
wall material may result in premature wear, product 
failure, property damage, or serious personal injury. 

Use proper lifting equipment and techniques.  
Properly secure all loads.  Failure to properly secure 
all lifting loads could result in death or serious inju-

Secure the work area so that persons 
not working directly on the installation 
do not enter the work area. 

SITE PREPARATION 

Electrical Supply 
Qualified electrician must make all electrical 
mountings and connections in accordance with 
all applicable regulating body(s) electrical codes 
and standards. See  the applicable electrical 
manual for specifications and wiring instructions. 

Door Opening 
1.Are the door jambs and support wall structural-

ly sound providing a flat surface for the side 
columns to mount against? 

2.Check the width and height of the door opening 
and verify the measurements against the 
dimensions of the door. 

3.Is the opening square?  Plumb? 
4.Is the floor level across the opening? 

Make all necessary structural repairs and improvements 
to provide a “yes” answer to each of the questions above. 

TOOLS AND MATERIALS REQUIRED 

Personnel 
Two—three people to install the door 

One person qualified to operate forklift, hoist, or 
crane 

One person qualified to do structural welding 

One electrician to install and connect the control 
  panel and all electrical wiring 
 

Tools 
Assorted wrenches 

Tape measure 

Carpenter’s square 

Level (6’ minimum) 

Water level, Laser or Transit 

Lifting device (fork lift, hoist, crane) 

Lifting Straps, chains or cables 

2 ladders or personnel lifts (tall enough to reach 
above the door head) 

Other tools as needed for welding 

Materials 
Wire as specified on the electrical schematic 

Electrical supplies needed to comply with alreg-
ulating body electrical codes and standards. 

UNPACKING AND PREPARING 

1.Inspect and unpack the components.  Report any 
damage immediately to Albany at 877-925-2468.  
Refer to the serial number tag located on the door 
side frame. 

2.DO NOT cut the banding which holds the door in a roll 
until instructed to do so in a later procedure. 

The door panel and roll assembly could be 
damaged.  Use evenly spaced padded sup-
ports to prevent rips, tears, or bending of 
the roll assembly.  Failure to protect the roll 
assembly could result in damage to the 
door. 
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STANDARD LRC ARCH SPEC — ONE PIECE IDLER 
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STANDARD LRC FRAMING DETAIL — ONE PIECE IDLER 
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LARGE LRC ARCH SPEC — TWO PIECE IDLER 
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LARGE LRC FRAMING DETAIL — TWO PIECE IDLER 
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Setting up the side frame 
The door is usually to be installed centered over the door 
opening. Also at this time establish a level line or mark on 
each side of the door opening (must be marked in order to 
establish a reference height in case of an uneven floor). This 
can be accomplished using either a water level or an optical 
measuring device. Measuring down from this mark to the 
floor on each side of the door opening will tell you if your floor 
is level at the points of installation for each of the side frames.  
 
(Example: If on side A, you measure from your level mark to 
the floor and it 46” and side B it measures 47”. This measure-
ment tells you that Side A should be installed first right on the 
floor and that Side B will have to be raised 1” in order to be 
level with Side A). See figure 1. 

Once you have established which side frame 
to install first, fully plumb and level it as 
shown.  Centering the door in the doorway 
opening will allow for minor variations in the 
existing door opening. 

Installation 

PREPARATION 
 

 
Some wall surfaces are not ideal and may require shimming to keep the side frames square to each other. Prop-
er installation will help eliminate photocell misalignment problems and curtain binding issues. 
 
Reference the previous shop drawing pages for door size and opening size requirements. You must verify the 
opening size to door ordered size before beginning the installation of the door. 
 
Some applications may have inclusion framing or structural mounting steel that will need to be erected in place 
prior to the installation of the door. Refer to the factory supplied door framing detail drawings for installation 
dimensions and specifications. 
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Temporarily secure the second side frame to the opening. Once this is done verify all dimensions are plumb and 
square. The door width distance should be the same between the two side frames at any point along the door open-
ing height. 
 
At this time you must weld both sides of the guide to the structure by placing a 2” vertical fillet weld every 12” on cen-
ter down the entire length of the guides. All welds are to be cleaned and painted to prevent rust. 

2" vertical fillet weld every 12" on center 

entire length of guide on both sides

Do not weld the top of the 

guides at this time

LH RH

Before unbolting the hinged guide cover you will need to verify the gap in the guide that the curtain will travel in. The 
gap setting should be 1/2” with a tolerance of + 1/16”. To ensure that the gap is correct you can simply pass a 1/2” 
bolt or key stock through the guide gap opening to check for wide or narrow points in the guide. If any variations are 
encountered, you can spread open the narrow areas with a pry bar or reduce the gap opening areas by striking the 
outside portion of the guide with a soft faced dead blow hammer or a large clamping device. This should be done 
with care so as not to chip or damage the paint or coating of the guide. 
 
Once this is done you can unbolt the hinged portion of the guide cover and swing them open. It is recommended that 
you check for weld spatter or any thing in the guide that could cause wear to the curtain. 
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Header mounting angle weldment 
Once the guide installation has been completed the header mounting angles can be put into place and welded 
out as shown in the detail below. The outside mounting angles will be welded in place after the header is set into 
place which is shown in a later instruction. 
 

 
Consideration must be given that the mounting angles support the weight of the complete 
header assembly and must be welded properly to the specifications shown in the drawing 
below. This is considered a structural weld and must be performed by a qualified welder. 

The plug welds must be ground flush along with the butt welds at the bottom of the 

mounting angles. All welds are to be cleaned and painted to prevent rusting.  

Header Mounting Angle Weldment

Beveled butt weld to be 

ground flush and smooth

Grind Flush

 DW + 12" 

(*1) See Note

*1 The outside measurement of the header mounting angles are to be set at Door Width + 12”. The tolerance 

for this measurement  is to be held at no more than –1/16”.  
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Installing the lintel brush seal 
Every UltraBig M&I Door System is supplied complete with a lintel sealing brush, the purpose of which is to seal the 
area between the wall and the curtain. To install the lintel seal, use fasteners appropriate for anchoring into the wall 
material and reference drawings below for details. 

Top roll seal mount for doors with 

single idler barrel 

Doors with a single idler barrel will 
require that a false lintel angle bracket 
be mounted to the wall as shown. 
This will provide a mounting surface 
for the brush seal to be mounted to. 
False lintel to be anchored 1” in from 
the ends and every 12” on center. 
 The brush will mount to the bottom of 
the bracket utilizing self drilling 
screws. The end of the brush will 
need to extend from the wall 4.25”   
This is best installed prior to installing 
the header assembly. 

Top roll seal mount for doors 

with a two piece idler barrel 

The brush seal attachment brack-
et will be anchored to the wall as 
shown in the drawing to the left. 
There are two different anchoring 
points to secure the bracket to the 
wall. The upper section is most 
critical to keep the anchors within 
the 2” range from the top of the 
bracket as shown in blue high-
light. Anchoring further away from 
the top of the bracket could allow 
for the bracket to flex and bend 
over the anchor points. The lower 
section under the lintel should be 
anchored out near the edge to 
keep the bracket flush to the lintel 
but allows for a little more toler-
ance then the upper position an-
chors. Anchors should be 1” in 
from the ends and every 12” on 
center. Mounting of the bracket is 
recommended prior to setting the 
top roll header in place. 

2” 
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Mounting the drive unit 
The drive unit will have to be installed at this time. To eliminate possible damage to the drive unit the drive is not 
mounted at the factory. Follow the instructions below for proper mounting procedures.  

 The drive unit will be in its own box ac-
companied with a box that contains the hoist 
chain. The drive mounting hardware and drive 
chain will be in the crate with the side frames 
or the door cover crate if supplied.  
 Sling the drive unit between the motor 
and gearbox taking care not to wrap the sling 
around the brake release rod or hoist shaft. Lift 
the drive into place and install the four bolts. 
Position the drive to the highest point in the 
slots and tighten the bolts. 

 The barrel drive sprocket will be mounted 
on the door already. You will need to loosen the 
set screws of this sprocket and align it with the 
drive sprocket on the drive unit. Be sure that the 
chain does not rub the header plate. The sprock-
et on the drive is already set and does not re-
quire adjustment. It is recommended that you do 
not loosen or try to adjust this sprocket. 
 
 Install the chain around the sprockets. 
The supplied chain will be longer then what is 
needed. You will need to break the chain proper-
ly at this point and install the supplied master 
link. Half  or offset links are not required. 
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Once the master link is in place install the 

cotter pins and flare the ends slightly with 

pliers. 

Now that the chain is installed you will 

loosen the drive mounting bolts and tension 

the chain by allowing the drive to drop 

down in the slots. You might have to man-

ually turn the drive with the hoist to get the 

chain adjusted properly. The weight of the 

drive will provide adequate tension for ini-

tial startup of the door. The chain will re-

quire tensioning again after the first 50-100 

cycles of the door. 
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Top Lifting locations 
 

There are lifting plates for lifting the header assembly into place located 
on the header end plates. Attach cable or chain that is rated for the 
weight of the header assembly. Be sure to balance the header assembly 
before lifting into place. 

The cable or chain used for lifting must be rated for the weight 

being lifted and they must maintain a 0  angle from vertical. 
Angled lifts from the header lifting plates is not allowed. 
 
A falling header assembly can result in SEVERE INJURY and 
POSSIBLY DEATH! 

Preparing to lift the header assembly 

Lifting with a fork lift 
 

Never lift using the bottom beam or the idler barrel 
between the forks and the header assembly, dam-
age can occur. In most cases more then one lift 
will be required for bottom lift. 

 
Place the forks of the lifts up under the top roll and not the header framework or 
the Idler Barrel. DAMAGE WILL OCCUR if the door is lifted by the idler barrel or 
header framework. 
Be careful to have the header assembly properly balanced on the forks. Secure 
the header assembly to the forks to help prevent from falling. 
 

VERTICAL LIFT ONLY 

Once the rigging to lift the header is complete you will need to lift the header 3-4’ 

off the ground. At this time cut the banding straps around the curtain. Utilizing the 

manual chain hoist you will need to unroll the curtain so that the bottom beam is positioned below the idler 

barrel by 1’. Failure to do this will trap the bottom beam assembly behind the idler barrel once the header is in 

place. You will also need to locate the outside header mounting angles and hardware prior to lifting the header. 
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Counter Balance Springs  
 
Pre-charging Springs 

The springs must be pre-charged with the door curtain in the 
full open position. This pre-charge and pre-stretch amounts are 
listed on the spring end header end bracket. The spring is 
stretched after making the pre-turns of the spring. Always 
charge springs in the up position as shown. 

 Spring charging can be dangerous if done im-
properly. This procedure must be performed by a 
qualified person that possesses the knowledge to 
carry out this task safely and correctly.  
 
The spring pre-charge and pre-stretch amounts 
indicated on the header end bracket are starting 
points and further adjustments may be required. 
  
Monitoring the springs for coil bind thru the first 
couple of close cycles is mandatory. Coil binding 
of the spring can cause permanent damage to the 
spring and other components. Do not allow the 
door to continue running if coil binding happens. 
Additional pre-stretch may be required. 

Setting the header into place 
 

Lift the header into place and align the slotted holes in the 
head plates with the holes on the inside mounting angles 
that have already been welded in place. Once these are 
aligned you will install the outside header mounting angles 
and hardware to sandwich the head plate and tighten the 
bolts. Make sure that the header is level when completing 
this bolting assembly and that the bolts are within the mid 
position of the slots on the head plates.  
With the header leveled in place and the mounting angles 
securely bolted and tightened you can now weld out the 
outside mounting angles exactly as the inside angles were 
welded in the previous section. Make sure that the angles 
are flush and tight to the mounting surface they are being 
welded to. The slotted head plates will allow for additional 
adjustment of the header for leveling if required. 
All welds to be cleaned and painted to prevent rust. 
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Guide Gussets and coil cord extension bracket 

This picture shows the mounting of the cord grip strain 
relief incorporated with an extension bracket. This is only 
used on doors with guide gussets as shown. This will 
mount at the half open position of the door. The extension 
bracket will hang the retractile cable to the curtain side of 
the side frame so that it extends the cable away from the 
guide gussets. 

Doors equipped with guide gussets will require adjustment after the guides are bolted closed and the 1/2” guide gap has 
been checked and set in the guide. 
 
 The 1/2” bolt in the slotted portion of the gusset will need to be adjusted so that the head of the bolt is within a 1/16” or 
less of the face of the guide cover. The jamb nuts will then be tightened to lock the bolt in place. The bolt cannot be 
touching to the point of loading into the face of the guide as this will close the guide gap and cause curtain travel issues. 
You cannot use the guide gusset to close a guide gap that is too wide. The guide gap is to be set as instructed in the 
early portion of this manual. 
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Reversing Edge Cord Reel 
 

The picture to the right shows the 
mounting of the cord reel to the 
side frame. The position of the 
mount is to be installed at the half 
open height position of the door.  
The reel mount will be bolted in 
conjunction with the  guide gusset 
mounting hardware as shown.  
The retracting cable of the reel will 
be connected to the safety edge 
inside the junction box mounted on 
the bottom beam. Make sure that 
the cord grip on the junction box is 
tightened and is synching down on 
the cable so as not to allow it to 
pull out of the box. Check that the 
reel pivots up and down freely. 

The cord reel cable will need to be  
installed into the electrical connection 
box located on the bottom beam of the 
door. You will insert the cable from the 
reel into the strain relief of the connec-
tion box and tighten the strain relief nut 
so that it retains the cable in place. You 
can now wire nut the connection of the 
cable to the two wires inside the box 
coming from the electric edge. Refer to 
the door schematics for the termination 
of the cord reel wiring to the control.  
 
The cable stop on the cord reel should 
be adjusted so that it does not come 
into contact with the reel during normal 
operation of the door. 

Right hand side 

frame shown 
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Installing header covers 

Before starting installation of the covers it is recommended that they be laid out on the ground in the 

respective order and arrangement before attaching any cover. You will need to match orientation and 

mounting position of all covers before starting. The following instructions are provided in the order in 

which the covers should be installed. 

Spring covers will be attached to the header once the springs have been pre-charged and pre-stretch and the 

door has been cycled several times to verify proper spring function and operation. 

There will be one or more fascia covers to attach to the 

front of the header truss to cover the void not covered by 

the spring assemblies. This picture shown without the 

drive unit for clarity. 

Mount the drive unit cover in place. 

Make sure that the hoist mechanism 

functions and is not impeded by the 

cover. 
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Mount the drive chain cover. Once again check that the 

hoist function is not compromised by the cover. 

Mount the spring chain cover. Note that this cover 

has flanges where it meets the existing wall and will 

need to bolt the flanges to the wall. Anchor type is 

dependent upon wall material.  

The final step will be to mount the top roll covers. Note that the covers have stepped edges for interlocking 

and must be arranged in the correct order for sealing. Once all covers are mounted it is recommended that all 

seams be cleanly caulked with a clear silicon caulk.  
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Maintenance 

Due to the unique design features of "Re-Coil-Away", the need for continual maintenance normally associated 
with conventional door systems (i.e.:  guide rollers, hinges, door track, etc.) is virtually eliminated. The limited 
maintenance listed below, when completed as indicated, will assure many years of reliable operation. 

DOOR ASSEMBLY 
There are two (2) flange bearings on the drive end bracket and two (2) flange bearings on the spring end brack-
et. These bearings are permanently lubricated for the life of the bearing and, therefore, require no further mainte-
nance. 
 

ELECTRIC OPERATOR 
The operator is equipped with a main drive chain connected to one end of the output shaft and a limit drive chain 
connected to the opposite end of the output shaft.  These chains should be oiled monthly to eliminate rusting 
and ensure proper chain life. Proper tension on the main drive chain (

1
/4" slack) should be maintained at all times 

to minimize chain and sprocket wear.  A check of the tension should be made each time the chain is oiled. 
 
After wiring has been thoroughly checked and the electric operator is running properly, refer to "Limit Switch Ad-
justment" before using door. 
 
The gear reducer (which forms part of the operator) is a sealed unit and requires no ongoing maintenance.  
However, a check of the oil level in the reducer once a year is suggested to determine that no leaks have devel-
oped in the oil seals. 
 

GUIDES 
The clearance of 

1
/2" (+/-  

1
/16") in  the guide  opening (which permits free up and downward movement of the 

curtain) has to be checked and set at installation.  However, due to wind load, negative pressure and/or impacts, 
this clearance may vary in time.  To ensure correct clearance, the guide opening should be verified every three 
(3) months by simply passing a 

1
/2" bolt through the guide opening along the entire height of the door.  If any var-

iation is encountered, simply spread narrow areas open with a pry bar or reduce wide areas by striking the out-
side of the guide with a soft faced dead blow hammer. 
 
The inside of the guides (the area inside which the windlok travels) should never be oiled or greased to ensure 
that free up and downward motion is maintained.  Problems with movement of the curtain within the guides 
should be referred to our Customer Support Department @ 262-268-9885. 
 

FASTENERS 
While performing any of the other maintenance tasks, check for any loose nuts, or bolts or screws and tighten if 
necessary.  Also ensure that the suggested dimensional clearances and/or tolerances of the components con-
nected by loose fasteners are adjusted as required. 
 

CURTAIN 
The overall condition of the curtain should be given a visual inspection monthly for damage and dirt build up. The 
most critical area of the curtain to give attention to is the area that travels within the guide assembly. This area of 
the curtain is considered an area of wear and must be keep clean and checked monthly for abnormal wear. Over 
time the PET Weave in this wear area will require replacement. Failure to maintain these inspections and up-
keep can cause damage to the windlok of the curtain and require a larger scale of repair then just the PET 
Weave. Consult Albany Doors Customer Support for repair instructions and materials required. 
 

CLEANING 
The door and curtain can be cleaned using a non corrosive cleaning agent. Citrus based cleaners work well de-
pending on the level of contamination being cleaned. There are specific cleaners available on the open market 
for rubber or EPDM cleaning and protecting that can be used to help extend the new look of the curtain. These 
items can be easily found by searching for EPDM or rubber roof cleaners and/or conditioners on the internet. 
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MAINTENANCE 

PROCEDURE 

  

AFTER INTIAL 
1,500 CYCLES 

  

EVERY 25,000 CYCLES 
OR 3 MONTHS 

  
  

EVERY 100,000 CYCLES OR 

  12 MONTHS 
  
LUBRICATE: 

Flange Bearing (4) 

Limit Chain 

Drive Chain 

Limit Shafts & Limit  

Gear Reducer FDGH model 

  
  

 NO 

 NO 

 NO 

 NO 

  NO 

  
  

 NO 

 OIL 

 OIL 

 GREASE 

  CHECK LEVEL 

  
  

 NO 

 OIL 

 OIL 

 GREASE 

  CHECK LEVEL 

(change oil every 200,000 cycles) 

    
  
Drive Chain Tension 

Limit Chain Tension 

Guides, bottom bar & header 

assembly for rust or damage 

Guide Opening 1/2" 

All Fasteners (check 

for tightness) 

Limit Settings 

Brake Air Gap 

Brake Pad Wear  

Reversing Edge 

(check for proper operation 

and any signs of damage) 

  
 YES 

 YES 

 YES 

  

  

 NO 

 YES 

  

 YES 

 NO 

 NO  

 YES 

  
 YES 

 YES 

 YES 

  

  

 YES 

 YES 

  

 YES 

 YES 

 NO  

 EVERY MONTH 

  
 YES 

 YES 

 YES 

  

  

 YES 

 YES 

  

 YES 

 YES 

 YES, every 350,000 cycles 

Recommended oil type for SEW Eurodrive FDGH operator 

Oil levels are to be checked at the oil level plug.  

Breather plug 

Fill level plug 

Drain plug 
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FDGH BRAKE MOTOR  

1. Brake End Shield 12. Dowel Pin 
2. Brake Disc Complete 13. Fan 

3. Stationary Disc 14.. Fan Guard 
4. Brake Spring 15. Brake Coil Body 

5. Hand Lever for manually disengaging the 16. Brake Adjustment Nut 
  brake; will re-engage itself when released 17. Retaining Screw 

6. Manual Brake Release Screw for fixing 18. Pressure Ring 
  Brake in the disengaged position. 20. Counter Spring 

8. Release Arm 21. Carrier 
9. Stud 22. Spring Washer 

10. Setting Nut   * Floating clearance 0.060”-0.080” 

11. Conical Spring   **Working air gap 0.010”-0.024” 

MAINTENANCE 
 Periodically clean the motors ventilation intake and its cooling fans for best cooling efficiency.  The bear-
ings should be checked, cleaned and re-greased every 5,000 hours of operation.  The bearing should be 
greased to 1/3 of the available space between the outer race and the rolling members to avoid overheating.  If 
brake disc #2 thickness becomes 9mm (0.350”), replace it (new brake disc thickness is 11.80mm or 0.465”).  
Otherwise, re-set air gap and floating clearance as required. 

  
RE-SETTING THE BRAKE 

 On a properly set brake, the air gap must be within 0.25 – 0.60 mm (0.010-0.024 inches).  Prolonged 
use of the brake will wear the brake lining which will increase the air gap.  As the air gap approaches its maxi-
mum value, re-set the brake as follows: 
Remove fan cover #14. 
Insert a feeler gauge between the brake coil body #15 and the pressure plate #3, tighten the adjusting nuts #16 
until 0.25 mm (0.010”) air gap is reached equally all around. 
Ensure a floating clearance of 1.5-2.0 mm (0.060-0.080 inches) in the releasing arm. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING MALFUNCTIONS 
Fault – Motor does not run. 
Check the wiring for damage and proper connection. 
Measure the values of all three phases:  resistance, voltage, current. 
If, on all three phases, a current of similar value is present, either of the following conditions are evident: 
The motor may be blocked by either excessive external loads or defects in the reducer or the brake.  In this 
case, the motor should draw locked rotor (in-rush) current.  Contact our office for values.  Release the brake me-
chanically, re-set the air gap if needed or disconnect load for shaft. 
If the brake is at fault electrically, see #4 below. 
If the current differs for electrical problems i.e. if it can be released mechanically but does not or it is connected 
for the wrong voltage. 
Check the brake for electrical problems i.e. if it can be released mechanically but does not respond to voltage: 
Make sure the wiring is connected according to instructions.  Pay special attention to the correct voltages. 
Energize the brake circuit and measure the AC voltage on rectifier terminals 2 and 3.  The measured voltage 
should be identical to the nameplate inscription “brake voltage”. 
Measure the DC voltage on terminals 3 and 5 which should be about ½ of the previous measurement. 
If there is no fault found up to this point, measure the current into the rectifier and the resistance of the brake 
coils.  Disconnect it from the rectifier for this purpose.  Call our office, forwarding these values together with the 
drive’s serial number and other nameplate information. 
 
Special instructions for checking the BG/BGE rectifier can be obtained from our office.  In case of rectifier failure, 
the brake coil has to be checked prior to start-up with the new rectifier. 
 
Fault:  Brake does not hold load in time. 
If the brake has been operating well for some time and the change came about in a gradual manner, the release 
arm has probably run up against the coil body.  Check arm end play.  

continued 
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FDGH Hoist Adjustment 
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